THE SECOND FLIGHT TO EVEREST
possibility that a second flight would be necessary. There was
such a mass of sensitive and delicate devices and gadgets, any
one of which might well go wrong in those exceptional varia-
tions of heat and cold, and invariably required to work without
any lubrication, for oil would freeze.
But a more probable source of trouble lay in the presence
of clouds in the higher country. A mass of cumulus lurking in
one of the big valleys close up to the mountain, would probably
have been invisible from the air until too late, when the
machines had already been committed to crossing the Nepal
frontier. Such a belt of cloud would have broken the continuity
of the strip of vertical photographs, and thus rendered it
valueless for plotting onto the map or, in fact, for any scientific
purpose.
Even had the verticals of the first flight been entirely satis-
factory, we recognised long before the expedition left England
that we owed it to science to obtain an adequate result from
those splendid aeroplanes, and enough to show our appreciation
of Lady Houston's generosity.
It would, in any case, have been incumbent on us from a
sheer sense of duty, to have made a second flight to increase the
area photographed on the first.
There was such an immense extent of unknown country
that a dozen flights would not have been adequate to map
it.
In any case we could not have refrained from making a
second flight for the cogent reason that the Government of
Nepal, who had treated us with so much consideration and
courtesy, had imposed the condition that permission for the
flights was given solely for scientific purposes. Scientific pur-
poses could be nothing else than the making of a continuous
strip of vertical photographs, which we had not yet succeeded
in doing.
We felt that it would have been failing in our duty had we
accepted the facilities so cordially granted by the Nepal
Government, and the hospitality and assistance accorded by all
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